
 

Networking activit

with learners from all countries
 

 

Participants: 1 teacher, 3 or 4 learners

Schedule: from Tuesday 8th of 

How: using the “Virtual Collaboration Space” on the e

 

The aim of this activity is to debate on a specific topic related to 
other before the transnational mobility in Portugal.

According to your skills in foreign language, 4

Please have a look on next page in order to identify your group and your subject.

 

Organisation of this activity: 

On november 8th, please: 

• Log on the e-learning platform, access the Virtual Collaboration Space, and 
work group 

• Introduce yourself: what is your name, where do you live, why are you 
Herbartis course, what is your project...anything you would like

In the days that followed, we ask you to check the messages of other members of your group and 
to interact with each other about your subject.
This work will be taken forward during your stay in Portugal.

 

  

 

Networking activity 

with learners from all countries

1 teacher, 3 or 4 learners 

of November to Friday 11th of November  

“Virtual Collaboration Space” on the e-learning platform  

The aim of this activity is to debate on a specific topic related to MAP and to get to know each 
other before the transnational mobility in Portugal. 

According to your skills in foreign language, 4 work groups have been created.

Please have a look on next page in order to identify your group and your subject.

learning platform, access the Virtual Collaboration Space, and 

what is your name, where do you live, why are you 
erbartis course, what is your project...anything you would like to share with the others

In the days that followed, we ask you to check the messages of other members of your group and 
about your subject.  

This work will be taken forward during your stay in Portugal. 
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and to get to know each 

work groups have been created. 

Please have a look on next page in order to identify your group and your subject. 

learning platform, access the Virtual Collaboration Space, and select your 

what is your name, where do you live, why are you taking this 
to share with the others 

In the days that followed, we ask you to check the messages of other members of your group and 



 

Group distribution: 

Suject 1: Strategies for sustainable MAP wild harvesting (existing political measures; good 
practices) 
Spoken language in this group
Country 
SPANISH teacher 

SPANISH learner 

ITALIAN learner 

PORTUGUESE learner 

PORTUGUESE learner 

 
 
Subject 2: Techniques and equipments used for organic cultivation in small farms
Spoken language in this group: English
Country 
FRENCH teacher 

SPANISH learner 

FRENCH learner 

ITALIAN learner 

PORTUGUESE learner 

 
 
Subject 3: Cultivating autochthonous plants: how to evaluate market opportunities for 
little known species 
Spoken language in this group: English
Country 
ITALIAN teacher 

ITALIAN teacher 

SPANISH learner 

FRENCH learner 

ITALIAN learner 

PORTUGUESE learner 

 
 
Subject 4: Produced MAP as raw materials for food products: 
requirements and quality standards
Spoken language in this group: English
Country 
PORTUGUESE teacher 

SPANISH learner 

ITALIAN learner 

PORTUGUESE learner 

 

sustainable MAP wild harvesting (existing political measures; good 

in this group: Spanish 
Family name First name
Moré Palos Eva 

Pinyol Balasch Mercè 

Faiella Valentina

Belchiorinho Cláudia 

Lopes Dora 

Subject 2: Techniques and equipments used for organic cultivation in small farms
Spoken language in this group: English 

Family name First name
Aunac Christelle

Rosas Carrión Gloria 

Bertin Clarisse 

Carilli Scilla 

Peixoto Cristina 

Subject 3: Cultivating autochthonous plants: how to evaluate market opportunities for 

Spoken language in this group: English 
Family name First name
Marchioni Ilaria 

Gonella  Roberto 

Martínez Francisco Brais 

Miribel Paula 

Di Risi Filippo 

Araújo Márcia 

Subject 4: Produced MAP as raw materials for food products: 
requirements and quality standards 
Spoken language in this group: English 

Family name First name
Lourenço Clara 

Almada Giménez Antonia Isabel

Rivetti  Giuseppina

Alves Raquel 

 

 

 

sustainable MAP wild harvesting (existing political measures; good 

First name 

Valentina 

 

Subject 2: Techniques and equipments used for organic cultivation in small farms 

First name 
Christelle 

 

 

Subject 3: Cultivating autochthonous plants: how to evaluate market opportunities for 

First name 

 

Subject 4: Produced MAP as raw materials for food products: how to meet legal 

First name 

Antonia Isabel 

Giuseppina 


